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Excavations and building recording at
44 to 48 High Bridge, Newcastle upon Tyne
G. Brogan
with contributions by P. W. Clogg, A. Croom, L. J. Gidney, C. P. Graves,
A. Jenner, J. Jones, J. C. Mabbitt, P. Mills, C. O’Brien, and R. Scaife
SUMMARY
Redevelopment between 2001 and 2003 of the south side of High Bridge, east of Grey Street, provided
the opportunity for the archaeological study of a medieval to post-medieval burgage plot in Newcastle.
Building recording of 44 to 48 High Bridge concluded that these had seventeenth-century origins,
although they were greatly altered. Following demolition, their footprint was subject to an archaeological excavation. A circular structure consisting of traces of a wall post trench and a part of an outer
drip-gully has been ascribed a prehistoric date. The earliest medieval remains were those of an eleventhto twelfth-century charcoal burners’ pit sealed by twelfth-century plough soil. The creation of the
northern boundary alongside High Bridge formalised the extent of the burgage plot around the late
twelfth to early thirteenth century. The excavation revealed part of the yard located to the rear of a
house that faced Pilgrim Street. Through the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries, the plot developed, with
a rear wing being added to the house and an outbuilding added within what was left of the yard. In the
mid-seventeenth century, new houses were constructed within the plot that for the first time faced onto
High Bridge.

INTRODUCTION
Circumstances of the project

T

he archaeological investigat ions were part of a larger project that has seen
the almost complete regeneration of the area bounded by High Bridge to the north,
Market Lane to the south, Grey Street to the west, and Pilgrim Street to the east (fig. 1).
The redevelopment has removed most of the fabric of the buildings that existed in this area,
which mainly consisted of nineteenth-century or later buildings. Some of these were recorded
prior to their demolition; and, during the demolition, some early building fabric was noted at
the eastern end of the site (McCombie et al., 1994). Elements of medieval stone buildings
survived in The Market Lane Public House and in buildings to the rear, on either side of
Lloyds Court. In 2001 the buildings at the eastern end of High Bridge, consisting of numbers
44–6 and 48, were also recorded and early post-medieval fabric was located (see below).
The redevelopment commenced in the late 1990s and was completed in 2003. The front
range on Grey Street was retained, as were most of the buildings to the rear of The Market
Lane Public House. This report concerns building recording and excavation prior to the
construction of the new Bacchus Public House on High Bridge, to the rear of 60 to 68 Pilgrim
Street. These archaeological works were commissioned and funded by Sir John Fitzgerald Ltd
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Fig. 1 Site location. Area of excavation shown as solid black. Area of the 1995 excavation shown
hatched. This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance
Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil
proceedings. Newcastle City Council, LA076244, 2010.

and undertaken by TWM Archaeology during the winter of 2001 to 2002. The archive will be
deposited at the Great North Museum: Hancock, Newcastle upon Tyne. An open-area excavation, measuring roughly 16.5 m from north to south by 8 m east to west, covered that part of
the site for which a reduction of ground level was proposed, and provided a rare opportunity
to investigate not only the foundation of High Bridge but also the development of a burgage
plot.
Historical Background
The site lay to the south-southwest of the junction of High Bridge and Pilgrim Street (fig. 1).
Pilgrim Street was one of the three main north-south thoroughfares through medieval
Newcastle (the others being the Side leading onto the market street, now Newgate Street and
Bigg Market, and Westgate, which runs more north-westerly). In the upper town, Pilgrim
Street and the market street were separated by the valley of the Lort Burn, which effectively
split the town in two. The two were linked by minor east-west streets, one of which is now
known as High Bridge, whilst a similar link was established later to the south, known today
as Low Bridge. The internal arrangement of the upper town was based upon this street
pattern and it is assumed that most commercial and domestic properties were positioned
with regard to having a street frontage and that long thin tracts of land — ‘burgage plots’ —
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flanked the streets forming what is termed a ‘high-street lay-out’ (Conzen 1960, 28). Whilst
there is no cartographic evidence that shows the original medieval pattern, it is generally
thought that the burgage plots came into existence in the twelfth century, along with the eastwest minor streets. This assumption is based on the positions of the town’s various religious
houses, which were located on the fringes of the town during the thirteenth century
(Harbottle & Clack 1976, 119).
The origin of Pilgrim Street is well known and has been described elsewhere (Oliver 1924;
McCombie 2005, 83–5) and the properties along it are believed to have belonged to well-to-do
merchants or substantial landowners. What is less clear is the origin of High Bridge. It ran
from Flesh Market to the west, over a bridge, to Pilgrim Street in the east. The earliest
reference is as Denebrig in 1334 (Harbottle and Clack 1976) but it later became known as
Overdenebrigg (with Low Bridge, east of St Nicholas, becoming Netherdenebrig). Its first
reference as High Bridge is dated 1567 (Harbottle and Clack 1976). Only in the nineteenth
century was the Lort Burn culverted and removed as an obstacle. This began in 1808 with the
construction of the New Butcher Market located between Pilgrim Street and the Bigg Market.
Subsequently, that area was radically altered again with the construction of Grey Street,
planned in 1834 and almost complete by 1837 (McCombie 2009, 163). The excavation produced no evidence to suggest when High Bridge came about. It may have developed within
another burgage plot earlier than the mid-fourteenth century or may have always been a
route to a convenient crossing point of the Lort Burn. However, the excavation did show that
its influence upon the study area — whereby properties were built within it that faced onto
High Bridge — appears not to occur until the seventeenth century, which is also the date of
the earliest cartographic evidence where such properties can be seen (see below).
The area of the re-development encompassed two of a series of burgage plots that ran back
from the properties fronting Pilgrim Street all the way to the eastern edge of the Lort Burn
(Oliver 1924, deed 390). The area of excavation was situated within part of the northern plot,
which lies between High Bridge and Lloyd’s Court. The southernmost of the two plots lay
between Lloyds Court and Market Lane. This was subjected to partial evaluation/excavation
in 1994–5 and a survey in 2002, carried out by The Archaeological Practice and Grace
McCombie (2002). The tails of the plots originally contained the yards and garden: areas
which were subsequently subdivided and built upon. One of the main project aims was to try
and establish at what time this process occurred.
Cartographic evidence begins in 1610 in the form of a ‘bird’s eye view’ plan of the town by
William Mathew, which was inserted on to Speed’s County Map of Northumberland of 1610
(fig. 2). This does show buildings in most of the plot tail, facing High Bridge, but immediately
behind the original plot head there is a break in the roofline, which could tentatively represent
evidence of a yard. Speed’s map confirms the development of properties within the northern
burgage plot fronting onto High Bridge, while a similar situation is shown on James
Corbridge’s map of Newcastle of 1722/3 and on all maps thereafter.
This excavation has provided a valuable opportunity to study the development of the
burgage plot system in Newcastle. Despite the work of the geographer Conzen (1981) on
cartographic and documentary analysis of the burgage system within the town, there has
been very little archaeological investigation. Most archaeological study has centred on the
castle, the town walls or the development of the quayside; the development of burgage plots,
despite the fact that they covered the vast majority of the interior of the walled town (fig. 1
inset), remains relatively unexplored.
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Fig. 2 William Mathew’s town plan of Newcastle, inserted onto Speed’s County Map of
Northumberland, 1610. The area outlined on the left hand map, which includes the site, is shown
enlarged on the right. The properties flanking High Bridge can be seen.

The results of the previous work within part of the southern plot confirmed that the
building at the plot head was L-shaped in plan, facing Pilgrim Street, with a north rear wing
(the stone north wall of which survived until it collapsed in 2002). The 1995 excavation
(fig. 1) also revealed the foundation course of a stone boundary wall with Market Lane, whilst
the side-wall of a 4.3 m-wide building was located in the yard. A large pit, outside this building, had been filled with rubbish, containing sherds of over-fired pottery that could possibly
be kiln wasters. However, no other evidence for pottery production was found (O’Brien 1995;
The Archaeological Practice and Grace McCombie 2002).

THE EXCAVATION
The excavation covered an area 8 m wide along the High Bridge frontage and 16.5 m wide,
southwards, across the burgage plot, to Lloyds Court (fig. 1). This occupied the footprint of
44–6 High Bridge (the former Phaze clothes shop), and part of 48 High Bridge (an unoccupied
shop) and part of a building to their rear, adjacent to 68 Pilgrim Street. Natural subsoil of firm
yellowish-brown clay with lenses of sand was encountered throughout the site, but in the
southern half this had been terraced to form a level building area in the late thirteenth to
mid-fourteenth century. Where it was undisturbed, the subsoil was fairly level at a height of
38.7 m above Ordnance Datum, and was, on average, only 0.4 m below the present ground
level.
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To maintain consistency, all references to compass points within this report follow the
convention, maintained throughout the fieldwork, that ‘site north’ was orientated at 90
degrees to the alignment of High Bridge, approximately 15º west of true north. Seven chronological periods of activity are described below: these cover the prehistoric, medieval and postmedieval periods; nineteenth- and twentieth-century activity is omitted.
Period 1 (prehistoric) (fig. 3)
The remains of a circular building located in the northern part of the site represent the earliest
activity. They consisted of elements of two concentric curving features: of these, the inner one
(context no. 6120), was better preserved. It was a straight-sided slot, cut into the clay subsoil,
with a flat base that contained stakeholes irregularly-spaced between 0.2 m and 0.6 m apart;
the holes were on average 50 mm in diameter and 70 mm deep. Only two small lengths of the
outer feature (context no. 6121) survived heavy truncation from later activity. These were
located 1.80 m to the north of the slot and were V-shaped in profile. It is likely that all of these
features were the remains of a roundhouse, with the inner slot almost certainly representing
a post trench for a timber wall (fig. 4), with the outer slot perhaps being an eaves-drip gully.
If the arc of the inner slot is projected to form a circle, then the diameter of the structure would
have been c. 11 m.
It is likely that the structure is prehistoric. Charcoal from a piece of willow or poplar
retrieved by flotation from the fill (6114) of the wall slot was radiocarbon dated to 1499 to 1382
cal bc / 1333 to 1324 cal bc (UB 6910) (see Appendix). As it is only a single sample, this result

Fig. 3 Period 1 – Prehistoric. The projected
line of the wall slot is represented by the
dashed line.
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Fig. 4 View of the Period 1 structure,
showing surviving filled slot (6120).

must be viewed with caution as a basis for dating the structure. However, given its context
and the information from the pollen analysis of the slot fill, with landscape characteristics
typical of the late prehistoric or early historic period (see below), the structure was probably
prehistoric. Three tiny sherds of twelfth-century Oxidised Gritty Ware were recovered from
the surface of the slot fill, but these were most likely to have been intrusive from ploughing
during Period 3.
Period 2 (eleventh to twelfth centuries)
There were scant remains of this phase surviving, apart from a 1 m-long pit (6116), situated in
the northern half of the site. Two of its sides and the top of the pit had been removed by later
truncation, although enough survived to suggest that it was used for charcoal production. The
pit had been completely filled with large lumps of unused willow or poplar charcoal (6115) that
were still hot enough when deposited (presumably following production) to have scorched the
edges. A piece of securely-stratified charcoal from the pit provided a radiocarbon date of
between 1034 to 1189 cal ad / 1197 to 1207 cal ad (UB 6911) (see Appendix). No other features
associated with charcoal production were located except a layer of charcoal-flecked sharp sand
(6124) that was found slightly east of the pit; this layer sealed part of the fill in the Period 1
wall slot 6120. An iron ferrule (No. 3, fig. 19) was recovered from this sand. Both the pit and
sandy layer were sealed by the substantial soil layer that accumulated during Period 3.
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Period 3 (twelfth century)
Period 3 was represented by an accumulation of plough soil, consisting of a silty clay (6110),
across the site, although in the southern half this had been almost entirely terraced away in
Period 5A. This material was presumably the result of a period of agricultural activity, and in
places, where the preservation was exceptional; it was up to 0.16 m thick. This agricultural
activity perhaps accounts for the truncation and disturbance of earlier features. Pottery
within the plough soil was predominately abraded twelfth-century types; however, a few
sherds of thirteenth-century Reduced Green Glaze 2 were recovered that were contamination
from Period 5 activity. A fragment of a sandstone roofing slate (No. 1, not illustrated) was also
found.
Period 4 (late twelfth to thirteenth century) (fig. 5)
With the establishment of the boundary with High Bridge, this period provides the first
evidence that the site lay within a burgage plot. It is possible that the southern plot boundary,
against the north side of Lloyds Court, was established at this time, but this had been
thoroughly removed by the demolition of a building on the site (Building 1). The distance
between the two would have given a plot 15 m wide.

Fig. 5

Period 4 – Late-12th to 13th century.

Fig. 6

Period 5A – Late-13th to mid-14th
century.
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A stone wall (6046), 0.7 m-wide, was built along the northern edge of the plot, separating
it from High Bridge. It was constructed over a clay extraction pit (6122), deliberately backfilled, which contained Hand-made Gritty Ware pottery; in Durham, the latter was found to
date from the late twelfth to the early thirteenth century (Lowther 1993, 86). The wall was provided with a shallow construction trench but no foundations, and the coarse yellow
sandstone blocks, which survived to two courses in height, were clay-bonded. A single sherd
of the pottery type recovered from pit 6122 (above) was also recovered from the clay bonding
of the wall.
Within the plot the only feature was an oval pit (7097), aligned east-west, which had a
U-shaped profile and a maximum depth of 0.31 m. Timber posts, of an average diameter of
0.11 m, were found positioned centrally at each end and also in the approximate centre of the
pit. The sharpened ends of these posts survived in situ to a height of 0.08 m above the pit base.
Stakeholes, some still containing stakes, with a diameter of 45 mm, were positioned around
the inside circumference of the pit, spaced between 0.35 m and 0.55 m apart. The posts and
stakeholes were presumably part of either a cover over the pit or possibly a screen around it.
The lowest fill (7096) was waterlogged mid-brown clay streaked with lenses of greenish silt
with a crusty surface. Analysis of the uppermost fill (7087) of waterlogged grey organic
matter suggests a latrine or cesspit. When the pit was decommissioned the floor and screen
were removed, the posts were sawn off at ground level and the pit was backfilled with greybrown clay loam (7084). This contained only thirteenth-century pottery (catalogue items 1,
41 & 42, figs 15 & 17). This levelling was probably to make way for the construction of the
Period 5A stone wall (7066).
Period 5 (figs 6–10)
This period has been divided into three phases of activity, ranging from the late thirteenth
into the fifteenth century. A stone building (Building 1) was constructed within the southern
half of the plot. It is likely that this was a rear wing to the house on Pilgrim Street and that
the northern part of the site remained as a yard: a standard medieval building layout
(Schofield and Vince 2003). Building 1 contained three rooms; two were domestic (Rooms 1
and 2) and the third was used for small scale metal-working (Room 3). In the yard to the
north, a small rectangular outbuilding or workshop (Building 2) was constructed against the
northern boundary wall. The yard also contained a series of cesspits or rubbish pits.
Phase 5A (late thirteenth to mid-fourteenth century) (fig. 6)
Building 1 had been terraced into the clay subsoil: its stone north wall had partly survived
until its demolition as part of the redevelopment project; its south wall was a modern brick
replacement which formed the north side of Lloyds Court. In its original form the building
would have been c. 6 m-wide internally. The north wall was constructed of squared and faced,
though very weathered, yellow sandstone blocks — typically 350 mm by 140 mm by 250 mm,
with a maximum observed size of 430 mm by 310 mm by 350 mm. The blocks were bonded
with a very friable light grey coloured lime mortar, mostly hidden by modern repointing. At
ground floor level, where the wall had been protected from weathering by the later buildings
that had been constructed against it, the coursing was more clearly discernible (fig. 7). The
surviving stone element of the wall stood to a maximum height of 6.5 m, suggesting that the
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Elevation of outside face of north wall (7066; cf fig. 6) of Building 1 before its demolition in
2001. For location see also fig. 8.

building consisted of at least two storeys; although the foundations (7066) were revealed to
be very shallow. At a later date, the upper part of the wall was remodelled or extended in
brick. The door and window openings at first and second floor level appear to relate to this
later phase of construction.
The interior floor surface of Building 1 had been levelled with a firm foundation of silty
clay and sand (7076) over a small number of clay extraction pits (7085, 7093 & 7098). These
had been backfilled with deposits of small coal clinker and ash (7069, 7048=7089 & 7094)
containing early fourteenth-century pottery and a stone disc (No. 5, fig. 18). At the east end
of the building were two rooms (1 and 2) divided by a timber partition (7100), and between
these and a large room (3), to the west, had been a stone wall, which was removed during
Period 6. The position of a doorway between Rooms 1 and 2 was indicated by a posthole
(7036) at the eastern terminal of the partition and also by trampled ash (7033) that had spread
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Fig. 8

Location of the building elevations shown on fig. 7 and fig. 14.

into Room 2 from Room 1. A door between Rooms 2 and 3 was suggested by a flagged
passage (7008) through the southern end to the robbed-out wall (7026) along the inner side of
the south wall of the building.
A stone-lined drain (7079) ran under Rooms 1 and 2 and flowed out of the building,
presumably into a drain under Lloyds Court. The lining consisted of split yellow sandstone
slabs and small blocks, and the channel, 0.65 m wide, was capped with large sandstone slabs.
Only two capping stones were visible at floor level; in the southern end of Room 2 where they
had been incorporated as part of stone-flagged floor (7007). These could have been easily
removed for drain clearance, which was probably essential as the northern half of the channel
was found to have been completely choked with a dark grey coloured silty clay (7083). The
remaining cover slabs lay within a construction trench sealed by loose clay and pebbles
(7050).
Following the construction of the drain and walls, Room 1 received an earth floor (7038).
In the northern end of the room, a heavily burnt hearth or oven (7052) had been recessed into
the wall 7066 and was lined on the north side by small sandstone blocks (7072) surrounding
a platform of clay. The remnants of another hearth (7039) was found in the west side of the
room, which included burnt clay and two charred stakes (7040, 7041). The floor was covered
by a black organic-based material and ash (7033), the latter presumably from the hearth. This
material was seen to have been trampled into Room 2 through the doorway and was found
to have derived from highly humified plant matter, probably laid down as a floor covering.
Within Room 2 was the remnants of a well-preserved stone floor (7007) consisting of
loosely-jointed, worn pale sandstone flags (fig. 9) bedded upon make-up deposits of crushed
coal (7030, 7046). In the south-west corner of the room, floor 7007 merged with a paved
passage (7008) that ran through the doorway into Room 3.
Passage 7008 ran across the entire southern edge of Room 3, though there was no trace of
a partition or screen along its north side. In the doorway to Room 2 the passage needed a
reinforcement of stone blocks (7014) because of an underlying clay extraction pit (7093).
Traces of occupation material (7006, 7010) were seen to partially overlay the passage. The
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Fig. 9 General view of
the excavation. Building 1
is in foreground with the
planning frame upon
flagged floor 7007,
Room 2.

Fig. 10 A view of the
interior of Building 2 with
the Period 5A tank (6075),
left foreground.
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interior of the room was characterised by activity associated with metal-working. Here, a
circular pit (7077), 1.30 m in diameter and 0.44 m deep, was found cut into construction
deposits. This pit may have contained a smithing hearth as the sides were scorched and the
base contained smithing hearth bottoms (7074) and ash (7057), along with fourteenth-century
pottery. This deposit may represent the end of this phase, as subsequently, in Period 5B, a new
hearth (7081) was inserted. This removed any structural remains within pit 7077.
To the north, boundary wall 6046 had been partially rebuilt (6099) and widened. Building
2, with internal dimensions of 4.50 m by 2.25 m, was built against it and its east sidewall was
tied into the rebuilt section of 6046. The remaining stone walls of Building 2 stood in a shallow
foundation trench (although most of the east wall had been robbed out in Period 6). Recessed
into the outer face of the western wall (6040), where it abutted the original surviving part of
6046, was a short stone-lined latrine channel or chute (6095) that was blocked with clay at its
open end. Its lime-flecked fill (6094), of gritty green silt, contained mineralised coprolite fragments, fly puparia and intestinal parasites, and was sealed by a layer of ash (6093).
The interior of Building 2 had a floor make-up of clay and stone chippings (6133) that
abutted the rear of a 0.35 m-deep stone-lined tank situated in the north-east corner (fig. 10).
The tank (6075) contained a centrally set re-used key-stone, presumably to support a timber
cover, and measured internally 1.25 m long by 0.90 m wide. In its south-west corner was a
0.30 m-wide gap that marked the position of a sluice that emptied into a timber-lined drain
(6096), which contained a stone base only in the immediate vicinity of the sluice. This flowed
straight out of the building through a culvert (6130) in the southern wall (6090) and once
outside a short length of drain led the contents of the tank and drain to a large shallow pit
(6101). This had been dug flush against the north wall (7066) of Building 1 and was filled with
tipped deposits of clay, stones and domestic refuse (6089). This material contained pottery up
to the mid-fourteenth century, along with a bone bead (No. 4, fig. 18). The function of the tank
was unclear, although it must have contained foul liquid as its lining was stained greyishgreen throughout to a level 0.15 m above the firm clay base. In the opposite corner of the
building was a 0.57 m-deep pit (6065) that contained a lower fill of gritty black ash, metalworking debris and coal (6063). Overall, the evidence strongly suggests that the building as a
whole was part of a metalworking complex.

Phase 5B (mid- to late fourteenth century) (fig. 11)
In this phase alterations were noted within Rooms 1 and 3 of Building 1 and within Building
2. In Building 1 the Period 5A hearth 7052 (fig. 6) within Room 1 had been buried by a layer
of yellow-brown silty clay (7049). This was part of a more general make-up layer (7022) that
had been laid over the earlier floor 7038. A new clay-based hearth (7101) had been built
against the west wall and this was associated with a slab-lined flue (7056), which was visibly
scorched at its western end. However, this hearth was largely destroyed by later truncation.
In Room 3 the flagged passageway had been retained but, as it was constructed over an
earlier pit (7093), its well-worn slabs had subsided and a repair (7013) was required. To the
north, Period 5A pit 7077 (fig. 6), which possibly contained a smithing hearth, had been
reused. A new hearth base (7081) and an associated stone-lined flue (7060) had been cut into
the fills of the earlier hearth. They were composed of sandstone blocks, bedded in clay, and
in the base of both, a thin layer of grey ash (7058) was found beneath an accumulation of red
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Fig. 11

Period 5B – Mid- to late-14th century.

Fig. 12

341

Period 5C – Late-14th to 15th century.

ash and gritty coal fines (7055) which had ultimately choked the flue. Finally, a substantial
layer of black ash (7053), containing fourteenth-century pottery, overlay both the hearth and
flue.
Inside Building 2 the capacity of the tank was reduced and the sluice removed. The timberlined drain was infilled and a new clay floor (6078) was laid, sealing all of the backfilled
features. The western half of the tank was infilled by mixed dumps of clay that were retained
by timber boards either side of the central support stone and a timber base was added (6069).
The resulting interior space (0.90 m by 0.57 m by 0.18 m) eventually became choked with
gritty greenish silty sand (6068) that had spilled out on to the floor. As the western half of the
original tank was no longer in use the timber-lined gully (6096) was backfilled with the same
clay that formed the new floor (6078). The culvert within the south wall was blocked by the
insertion of boulders (6134). Also the sluice between the original tank and the gully was
removed leaving a small clay-filled pit (6077). An oval-shaped pit (6061), 0.52 m deep, with
vertical sides and a flat base, had been cut into the floor in the north-west corner. Stakeholes
(6084), 0.20 m-deep, were located on the north and south sides of the pit and these could have
been associated with a cover or screen. They were filled with dark silty clay loam (6083),
suggesting that the base of the stakes had rotted in situ. The pit had been backfilled with a
dump of mixed clay (6067), 0.10 m thick, and sealed by dark brown clay (6059) containing
lenses of ash and inclusions of stone, coal and lime and fourteenth-century pottery.
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The Period 5A industrial pit 6065, in the south-west corner, was apparently retained and
was found to contain a dump of waste construction material (6060), including sandstone
chippings, degraded lime mortar and sand. It is possible that this material relates to the
Period 5B alterations, although it could have been dumped there during 5A. The pit was
eventually capped with ashy material (6058), which contained coal fragments, pebbles, clay
lumps, slag, and several sherds of mid-fourteenth-century pottery.
Within the yard, a rectangular pit (6066) had been dug against the northern boundary of
the plot, immediately east of Building 2. The pit, 0.66 m deep, had vertical sides with a flat
base and contained a fill (6062) of iron-working debris, which included large quantities of
slag, fragments of the base of a smithing-hearth, ash and clinker mixed in dark grey clay. This
waste must have been deposited when hot as the base and the sides of the pit were scorched.
The probable source for this large amount of debris was an iron-smithing hearth (6113),
located approximately 2.0 m to the east of its waste pit (6066). Later pits had removed its
northern and eastern sides leaving only the southern U-shaped terminal and part of the east
side of the clay lining. This clay was 0.06 m thick and had burnt hard. A layer of fine yellow
sand (6131) was deposited on the inside of the clay lining which formed a bowl 0.29 m wide
by 0.24 m deep. The bowl was filled with clinker (6112) from iron smithing. A further part of
the hearth, or part of a complex of hearths, was encountered 1 m to the north-east of the clay
hearth lining 6113, but the two areas were separated by modern truncation. This was a surface
of tightly-jointed burnt sandstones (6128), with an average size of 0.20 m by 0.12 m by 0.09 m,
which had survived as a small isolated remnant. This surface butted up against a single larger
sandstone block (6135) at its north-east end — possibly all that remained of a kerb or lining
around the surface. The natural clay subsoil immediately under the stones was very heavily
scorched, pinkish-red, to a depth of 0.1 m. An oval pit (6127) associated with hearth 6113 was
located 0.2 m to the north. This lay partly outside the limits of the excavation and was partfilled with material from the cleaning and re-lining of the hearth, including ash, coal, slag,
clinker and burnt clay in a matrix of blackish-brown silty loam (6032). This was probably a
raking pit and it was ultimately filled with coal, ash and burnt clay that also contained yellow
sand and clay lenses (6109).
A rough yard-surface of pebbles and sandstone chippings (6035) was located between the
smithing hearth, its possible raking pit (6127) to the north and a large metal-working debrisfilled pit (6066). Another patch of yard surface was located along the southern edge of the
courtyard. Here the compacted and moderately-worn cobbles (6085) abutted the north face of
Building 1 and respected the southern edge of a large, but heavily truncated, cess-filled (6041,
6072 & 6079) pit (6042) that was capped by iron-smithing slag (6072). To the west two more
pits (6103 & 6105) were dug between Buildings 1 and 2. Their function is unclear but they
were filled with domestic rubbish and industrial waste (6102, 6106 & 6107 in pit 6103; 6104 in
pit 6105).

Phase 5C (late fourteenth to fifteenth century) (fig. 12)
A new hearth (7061) was inserted into Room 3 of Building 1, following the heavy use of the
Period 5B hearth (7081) and its resulting waste (7053) spreading across the floor. This new
hearth was composed of clay-bonded sandstone blocks within a shallow trench constructed
over the partially-robbed Period-5B flue 7060. The stones had become very heavily heat-
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damaged and the waste ash (7032) had spread northward over the earlier hearth (7081). The
hearth contained a fragment of a Scarborough Ware jug/aquamanile (No.33).
Within the yard, Building 2 received a new beaten-earth floor (6057) was laid in Building
2. This covered the earlier pits and the majority of the tank. Trampled onto its surface was
crushed coal and burnt clay and a sherd of fifteenth-century pottery. A hearth or oven (6047)
had been positioned in the recess in the north-east corner of the room, over the earlier tank,
and was lined in stone and open to the south. The base was clay-lined on more than one occasion. It seems likely that, following its earlier industrial function, this outbuilding eventually
had been given over to domestic use.
Initially, the eastern side of the yard was levelled using dark humic loam mixed with
re-deposited burnt clay, coal and cinder (6111). Cut through this was a rectangular woodlined (6023) cesspit (6026). Inside the pit, organic cess material (6022) had formed in thin
bands separated with narrow bands of ash to a depth of 0.16 m. This contained fifteenthcentury pottery, which was also found sealed behind the wood lining 6023. A thicker band of
ash (6021) sealed the cess before the pit was entirely filled with deposits of clay (6024) and
stones (6020). A large irregular pit (6064) was positioned against the west wall of Building 2
and was entirely filled with waste (6009) from metal working: small coal fragments, burnt
coal, burnt stone, ash and large quantities of iron slag and fragments of smithing hearth
bottoms.

Period 6 (fifteenth to sixteenth century) (fig. 13)
The interior of Building 1 was opened up with the removal of the internal partition wall
between Rooms 1 and 3. This left a trench (7026) filled with mixed clay and ash (7023), which
also contained pottery dating from the late-fourteenth to early sixteenth century. The enlarged
room received a beaten-earth floor (7000); although along the southern edge the earlier
flagged floor (7007) and associated flagged passage (7008, 7013; fig. 11) were retained and
extended (7009, 7024) slightly to the west. A large circular hearth base (7027) was positioned
roughly central to the room. It was constructed of tightly-packed stones surrounding a central
slab and was built directly on the waste ash (7032) from Period-5C hearth 7061. The bottom
half of a Reduced Green Glaze Ware type 5 jug (No. 52; fig. 17), dating from the fifteenth
century, was deliberately inserted into the earth floor adjacent to the north wall of the building. This floor (7000) also contained fragments of tile identified as Roman, though these are
probably residual within material which may have been imported onto the site as fill (see the
report on ceramic building materials, below).
In the yard, Building 2 was demolished to foundation level and its east wall was
thoroughly robbed out, leaving only the boundary wall with High Bridge. Demolition
material (6038 & 6043) was spread across the north-western part of the yard, and this
contained pottery of fourteenth to sixteenth century date. East of the former building, two
rubbish pits were dug. The largest (6017), which cut through part of Period-5C cesspit 6026,
was 0.60 m deep and contained relatively large amounts of domestic refuse (mainly pottery,
ceramic building material and decayed organic material (6011)). The other pit (6126) was
smaller but deeper at 0.75 m, and contained less refuse and more stone and clay (6123). A
further rectangular pit (6100) was located just north of Building 1, and it had been filled with
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Fig. 13

Period 6 – 15th to 16th century.

industrial debris (6088) including fragments of the bottom of a smithing-hearth. Most of this
pit, however, lay beyond the western edge of the excavation.
Period 7 (seventeenth century)
The medieval layout of this burgage back plot, which had been in place from the late twelfth
or early thirteenth century, was now radically changed. Over the earlier yard, housing was
constructed that faced High Bridge; elements of one of these, 48 High Bridge, still stood until
they were demolished as part of this project. In Building 1 little evidence for the layout
survived this demolition. Most of the internal features were truncated leaving only a clay
floor (7001 & 7002) which survived in places over the earlier flag stones.
The area formally occupied by the yard was eventually filled by housing. This occurred in
the mid-seventeenth century, but Speed’s map suggests that it was already well underway to
the west of the site. The yard area was levelled for the new buildings. In places this involved
some terracing but some layers of purple and black ash, yellow clay and sandstone fragments
(6008) were deposited. Two small industrial trench hearths (6005 & 6007) had been cut into
this compact construction deposit. The sides and bases were burnt and both contained gritty
small coal and ash (6004 & 6006).
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BUILDING RECORDING
John Mabbitt
48 High Bridge
Built onto the Period 7 construction deposits (above) was 48 High Bridge. The date for this is
suggested by material associated with the construction (6004), which contained clay tobacco
pipe bowls dating to between 1635 and 1650 and a pantile (6008), which dates from the
seventeenth century. Although No. 48 was almost entirely rebuilt in 1934 (TWAM ref.
T186/A3759), the west gable of the original seventeenth-century building was retained and
incorporated into the new build. This western gable was a three-storey brick-nogged boxframed timber structure (figs 8 & 14). Overall, the carpentry of this structure was limited to
the pegged halving at the apex of the roof, mortice-and-tenon joints between the sill-beams
and struts and the principal rafters and tie-beams, and simple pegged lap-joints between the
collar beam and the principal rafters. The nogging was of orange-red coarse-textured brick
typically measuring 250 mm by 120 mm by 60 mm, although varying between 40 mm and 65
mm thick, laid on face.
At ground- and first-floor levels, the upright struts were tenoned into sill-beams. The level
of the first floor was represented by a sill-beam formed of two timbers jointed with a

Fig. 14 Elevation of the seventeenthcentury west gable of 48 High Bridge.
For location see fig. 8.
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stop-splayed scarf joint. This sill-beam was supported by a large bolster, in turn supported by
a large strut. As the brick construction below this sill was of different character to the nogging
above, it appears to be a later addition, possibly to support the weakened and rotten firstfloor structure. At second-floor level, there was a sill-beam 0.7 m below the tie beam which
had formed the floor level. Struts rested on and were nailed to the sill-beam, and were nailed
to the face of a tie-beam at the top. The overlap created by this arrangement had been covered
with patches of pantile. One strut showed possible evidence of re-use, having holes drilled
through it at 220 mm centres; the lowest of these holes had been cut through when the tenon
at this end of the strut was shaped. No evidence of carpentry marks was observed.
The roof structure was of king-post construction, with struts below the collar-beam. Two
diagonal braces supported the collar-beam directly below the king post. There had been a
single purlin on the southern face of the roof, which survived as a sawn-off stub. On the
northern face of the roof, a protruding dormer or parapet was observed, consisting of a horizontal timber sill-beam supported by two struts. The upper surface of this sill-beam had
shallow sockets cut into it. The ephemeral nature of the framing (with little visible carpentry)
and the brick nogging (which may have always been rendered and never intended to be
visible) support the seventeenth-century date for this structure.
The architects’ plans of the buildings existing in 1936 (TWAM ref. T186/A3759) are the best
evidence available for their plan and external appearance. Externally, 48 High Bridge was
typical of the late timber-framed buildings that are well known on Tyneside, although on a
modest scale. The upper floors are jettied, the chimney stacks located centrally at the rear of
the building, and the eaves level at the front of the houses is higher than at the rear. These
parallels carry over into the techniques used in the construction of this building: minimal use
of carpentry joints and brick nogging. Internally, the use of space is typical of these more
modest buildings, particularly in that the access routes through the structure are based on
staircases against the gable-ends of the building; this meant that the main room on the first
floor had to be crossed in order to reach the second floor.
The lower courses of the original south wall of 48 High Bridge was revealed during the
excavation. It was constructed in handmade brick, in English Garden Wall Bond one and four
(6016). The wall was two bricks wide with no core; it was bonded in a sandy lime mortar and
survived up to five courses high (0.38 m); the two lowest courses were below ground level.
The foundation was partly disturbed by the insertion, in 1865, of a half cellar (6014 – TWAM
ref. T186/1771) at the back of the building; the eastern half of the rear of the building was
probably extended at that point, to the south, to join the north wall of Building 1.

44 to 46 High Bridge
This building (fig. 8) was constructed after the seventeenth-century west gable of 48 High
Bridge, incorporating the gable of that building. As this building is shown on Corbridge’s
map it must, therefore, date either from the late-seventeenth or the early-eighteenth century.
The roof trusses have a close parallel with those of Alderman Fenwick’s House on Pilgrim
Street, from the late-seventeenth century (Heslop and McCombie 1996), a date consistent with
the size and fabric of the bricks used in Nos 44–6.
The façade showed that its original structure, like 48 High Bridge, was of three storeys. Dark
purple-brown brick, typically 230 mm by 120 mm by 65 mm, was laid in English Garden Wall
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Bond, one and four, below an offset string course which was 4.4 m above street level, and one
and three above. Inside the building and within the offset of the string course, sawn-off timbers, representing the original second-floor joists were observed. There were square window
openings above and below this level, with an internal timber lintel surviving in situ above the
lower window. The brick coursing above the upper window was noticeably slumped.
The earliest observed roof structure of this building consisted of three trusses, forming a
two-bay collar-beam through-purlined roof. The principal rafters, which were halved and
pegged at the apex, were tenoned into the tie beams, which in turn rested on the timber wall
plates. The collar beams were lapped and pegged over the principal rafters. Scars and nails
on each of the trusses suggested that the original roof had a single purlin at collar height
carried on a cleat to each side. The timbers were of waney-edged softwood, the lap joints of
the collar-beams being cut to respect the uneven profile of the principals. Carpentry marks
were visible at the apex and the junction of collar beams to principals. These consisted of
chisel-cut Roman numerals, the west gable truss being numbered I, the central truss II and the
eastern truss III.
During the late nineteenth century this building was extensively modified; it was reduced
to two storeys; the back wall of the ground floor was extended to the north wall of Building
1 and a new south wall for the upper storey was built.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Prehistory
The discovery of a prehistoric structure was not anticipated, as the principal aim of the project
was to investigate the development of the medieval burgage plot. However, this surprising
find was an extremely important one as it represents the first evidence of prehistoric settlement within the city boundary of Newcastle. Evidence of other prehistoric activity has been
observed, such as the pre-fort ardmarks and narrow rigg-and-furrow cultivation found
beneath the remains of the Roman fort (Snape & Bidwell 2002, 7). The Bronze-Age date
ascribed to the structures at High Bridge should, however, should be viewed with caution,
given that the sample for radiocarbon dating came from a single piece of charcoal which may
not have been strictly contempory with its context. However, the layout of the features, and
the pollen within the slot fill that suggests a pre-urban landscape, leaves little doubt that the
structure was prehistoric. Although only elements of one house were located, the position of
the site fulfils many of the usual criteria for the location of a prehistoric settlement; it is
located on a prominent landscape feature (high but level ground on the edge of an escarpment leading down to the river) that would have afforded clear views for some distance along
the river to the south. The Lort Burn would have provided a fresh water supply.
The Roman period
No features or deposits of Roman date were encountered within the site. Fragments of a tile
believed to be Roman were recovered from material brought onto the site as construction fill
during period 6 (fifteenth-sixteenth centuries). A possible stone pot-lid, which may possibly
be Roman, was found within the backfill of a Period 5A clay extraction pit.
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The medieval period

the burgage plot
The first medieval evidence on site (Period 2) dates to the eleventh century, when the site was
being used for the production of charcoal. It is tempting to associate this with woodland clearance to make way for an expansion of either the town or additional land for cultivation after
the foundation of the castle to the south of the site in 1080. Indeed, during the twelfth century
(Period 3) agricultural activity resulted in an accumulation of soil on the site.
The excavation has shown that by the late twelfth to early thirteenth century the town had
expanded to encompass the site and the initial burgage plot was formed. By c. 1230 stone
properties on Pilgrim Street had been well established and were being sold or leased (Oliver
1924, deed 198); assuming that the house existed some years before its sale, then housing
must have been present on Pilgrim Street from very early in the thirteenth century, if not
before. The only archaeological evidence for structures near to the site prior to the first formal
layout of the plot, in the late twelfth to early thirteenth century, was a stone roof slate
recovered from the Period 2 agricultural soil.
Charters for the layout of post-conquest towns state that plots should be between 3 to 3.5
perches (15 m to 17.5 m) wide and 12 perches (60 m) long (Grenville 1997, 164). The width of
the plot in the excavated area was approximately 15 m. This is comparable to the plot south
of Lloyd’s Court, and sits comfortably within the range of plot widths, generally between
10 m and 20 m, shown on the First Edition Ordnance Survey (1859) plan of Newcastle. The
plot tail would have stretched from the principal building on the street to the Lort Burn, a
distance of c. 140 m; a deed of 1452 does mention a plot, owned by Lord Scrope, that ran from
the west side of Pilgrim Street to ‘le Deneburn’ (Oliver 1924, deed 390). The boundary walls,
such as that with High Bridge, were likely to have extended to the burn, although the extent
of Lloyd’s Court is uncertain. Further ancillary buildings may have been located in the tail
around the yard, with gardens beyond them.
The building at the head of the plot was probably parallel to Pilgrim Street and was likely
to have occupied the same footprint as the present early nineteenth-century buildings (60 to
68 Pilgrim Street). Stone fabric of an earlier date was observed in the cellars of these buildings;
however, all of the above-ground evidence for earlier structures has been removed (Williams
2005). In the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century (Period 5A), a rear wing (Building 1)
was added at right-angles to the southern end of the house. A similar layout is also postulated
for the building on the opposite side of Lloyd’s Court (The Archaeological Practice and
McCombie 2002). However, here the rear range is on the north side of the plot, with the
narrow vennel of Lloyd’s Court between. It was common for the rear wing to have been the
hall flanking a yard with the cross-range on the street frontage, possibly containing shops on
the ground floor with chambers above (Pantin 1964; Schofield and Vince 2003). However,
three rooms with very different functions were located in the excavated part of Building 1; so,
in its original layout, the ground floor area was unlikely to have been the hall and it is also
unlikely that the hall was at first-floor level as the only known examples of this, such as
St Martin-at-Palace Plain and Music Hall, Norwich (Ayers 1988) and St Mary’s Guildhall,
Southampton (Grenville 1997), were all higher status buildings. It was more likely that the
hall was at ground level but stood to the west of the excavated area. Instead it was a suite of
service rooms that was revealed. For example, Room 1 may have been a kitchen, Room 2 a
service room and Room 3 a workshop or shop. It was not until the end of the fourteenth or
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during the fifteenth century that the room partitions were cleared and this range was opened
out to become a hall at ground floor level, having in addition a centrally-placed hearth. This
may reflect commercial pressure to sub-divide the plot; so, if the original hall was located
west of the excavation, the rear wing may have been contracted to accommodate a domestic
building in the backplot.
Little survives of medieval domestic secular structures in the town, with the main
examples being the timber-framed houses, with stone party walls, found on Sandhill and in
The Close. These are mainly of the sixteenth and seventeenth century, whilst the only wholly
stone-built example is within the Trinity House complex (McCombie 2009, 9). The fabric of
the two-storey Building 1 (late thirteenth to fourteenth century) was sandstone rubble but
(surprisingly) it stood on very slight foundations; this was mirrored by the building south of
Building 1 on the opposite side of Lloyd’s Court, observed during its partial demolition. Had
the north wall of Building 1 not survived and only the foundations observed, then interpretation of the foundations alone may have suggested a single-storey building or a stone single
storey supporting a timber superstructure. Timber, brick or more finely-worked stone was
generally used in later medieval to early post-medieval buildings possibly using the footprint
of earlier stone buildings, as at the Cooperage (Heslop and Truman 1993). The excavation did
recover some medieval Low-Countries bricks but these were ex situ, being generally located
in pits from Period 6 onwards. Ceramic building material was recovered to suggest that the
original roofing on the Period 5A buildings was glazed nib tile with crested ridge tiles. Broken
nib tiles were found in the backfill of the Period 4 latrine, in many of the primary construction
deposits of Building 1 and from the two open pits in Building 2. A crested ridge tile was also
located in open pit 6101 between Buildings 1 and 2.
Within the plot tails it was common for goods to be produced commercially and sold in the
shop on the ground floor at the front of the house. At this site, small-scale iron smithing was
undertaken within the yard during the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. Analysis of the metalworking debris has revealed a number of fragments of smithing-hearth bottoms, some smithing slag, and quantities of undiagnostic ironworking slag. No evidence for iron smelting was
found or for any other specialist metalworking activity. It is possible, given the quantity of
waste material, that during the late thirteenth to fourteenth century at least, iron objects were
being made for sale. No finished objects were located, but a fired-clay mould was recovered
from the fill (6011) of the fifteenth-century pit (6017) that had cut through the edge of
fourteenth-century smithing hearth (6113). There was evidence for smithing still occurring in
the plot during the fifteenth century, but away from the site. The associated waste was
deposited in a large pit adjacent to the demolished Building 2.
From the late thirteenth to sixteenth centuries the yard also contained a number of cesspits.
Of these, the most unusual was the Period 5A small stone-lined channel (6095), built in the
corner where the west wall of Building 2 joined the High Bridge boundary. This could have
been the base of a chute associated with a garderobe in an upper floor of Building 2 or a
latrine beyond the eastern edge of excavation. It was a planned structural element built as
part of Building 2, but it had probably gone out of use by the fifteenth century when the
wooden-lined cesspit (6026) was built.
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high bridge, market lane and lloyd’s court
The excavation has revealed that High Bridge was probably created during the late twelfth to
early thirteenth century. The stone boundary wall with High Bridge was constructed then and
there was no evidence of an earlier fence-line. It was not determined when Lloyd’s Court was
first laid out but it was probably in existence by the late thirteenth to early fourteenth century
when Building 1 was constructed. To the south, the boundary between the southern plot and
Market Lane was also of stone, and this was in existence before a pit that contained thirteenthto fourteenth-century pottery (O’Brien 1995).

The post-medieval period
By the early seventeenth century almost the entire burgage plot had been subject to repletion
or sub-division, whereby it had been sold off and filled up with new properties that now
faced High Bridge. This is illustrated on Speed’s 1610 map of the town. The location, at the
junction of two major streets, meant that the commercial value was greater than other plots
and therefore the repletion process (fig. 20) probably commenced at a relatively early date
(Conzen 1981). In walled towns, the pressure for space was greater and the repletion process
may have began as early as the thirteenth century and may have accelerated through the
fourteenth century (Grenville 1997, 164). This process can also be reflected in the change of
building styles from larger buildings, often stone, to smaller and timber-framed types. On
close examination of the 1610 map, it is possible that a small yard was still in existence to the
rear of the original house on Pilgrim Street and behind the boundary wall with High Bridge
(fig. 2). Indeed, the excavation proved that a yard was in existence until the middle of the
seventeenth century when the houses that became 44 to 48 High Bridge were built.

The artefacts
Through the range of pottery recovered during the excavation, it has been possible to gain a
useful insight into the changes of Tyneside Buff ware types from the twelfth to fifteenth
centuries. This has been achieved by charting these wares in relation to the stratigraphic site
periods and the associated diagnostic local, regional and imported wares and is discussed
further below.

THE FINDS
Architectural fragments
Sandstone architectural fragments include a fragment of finely-worked mullion (6072; Period 5B),
a heavily-tooled moulding from an arch (6087; modern) and a keystone (6075; Period 5A). There
were also fragments of two sandstone roofing slates:
1.

Roofing slate (L: 85 mm W: 72 mm B: 14 mm). Period 3, 6110, n.d. Fragment of sandstone
roofing slate with remains of nail hole (D: c. 20 mm). Heavily sooted on one side.

2.

Ceramic roofing finial? (L: 88 mm D: 50 mm to 60 mm). Period 5B, 6079, fig. 19, no. 1. Fragment
of possible ceramic roofing finial, cylindrical rod with a flat narrow end and broken at opposite
end.
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Ceramic Building Material
Phil Mills
There were 214 fragments weighing a total of 24.445 kg retained from 46 contexts. There were four
different fabric types identified, with the majority of the material being medieval, although there is
a small quantity of Roman material in the form of fragments of an imbrex from context 7000. The
catalogue and description of the fabrics can be viewed in the archive. There were no complete items
and none worthy of illustration.
No complete bricks were identified, but there were a few bricks which had been deliberately
halved. They were sand moulded. The range of sizes of the bricks is consistent with them being
from the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries. Bricks of one particular fabric fall into the size range
expected of Low Country imports. There was also a possible ceramic mould from context 6011; part
of the industrial activity of the earlier phases of the site. No complete examples of floor tile were
recovered. These were quite worn and had been glazed, either with a mustard yellow colour or a
darker green colour. No complete examples of ridge tiles were recovered, but there was enough
material to identify a crested ridge tile; these were popular in roofing from the thirteenth to
sixteenth centuries.
Given the fragmentary nature of the assemblage, it is likely that the majority of plain roof tile
identified was nib tile. The few nibs recovered did not allow a further refinement of the form used
on the site. The majority were decorated with a thick green or dark brown glaze, either over the
complete tile or in stripes along the tile. This is a roofing form used in the thirteenth to sixteenth
centuries. Only one fragment of pantile was recovered. This form was first used from the
seventeenth century.

The Pottery
A. Jenner
introduction
This assemblage is of special interest as it has provided an ideal opportunity to outline the changes
in the Tyneside Buff wares from the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries. Here, local buff wares can be
divided into chronological types and groups, and their currency charted in relation to that of
associated local, regional and imported wares. The wares reflect associations with North Yorkshire
and with material imported from France in the thirteenth and early fourteenth century, and from
Germany and the Low Countries in the late fourteenth and fifteenth century. In this report these
groups are dated by stratigraphy and typology, occurring as they do in distinct phases, and with
several regional and imported wares which have been closely-dated on other sites in Britain. At this
site, three ceramic phases are suggested and are discussed below (see Table 1).

Table 1

Ceramic Phase

Site Period

Date

CP1

3–4

late twelfth / thirteenth century

CP2

5A
5B
5C

late thirteenth / mid-fourteenth century
fourteenth century
late fourteenth / fifteenth century

CP3

6

fifteenth / sixteenth century

7

seventeenth century
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ceramic phase 1 (cp1) (periods 3 and 4)
The earliest Buff type, Early Gritty Buff Ware (EGB), appears in Period 3 (but also intrusive in
Period 1), and is late twelfth-century in date. It occurs in contexts with material which is similar to
that found at Saddler Street, Durham (there dated to the late eleventh and twelfth century). The
Splash-glazed version is common in Period 3, whilst Dog Bank Ware (DB) types, dated to the late
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, are first found in this phase. Several regional late-twelfth centurytypes including a London-type ware (LOND) squat jug, Splash Glazed/York ware (YGW), Staxton
Type ware (STAX) and Tees Valley-type also appear in Period 3. Local types, mainly thirteenth
century, include Reduced Green Glazed Ware (RGG) and Oxidised Gritty Ware (OXGR), though
these are much less common and probably represent the end of Period 3. These both appear in
greater quantities during Period 4.

ceramic phase 2 (cp2) (periods 5a, b & c)
Period 5A sees a change to the better-sorted, more evenly-fired Buff Gritty Ware (BUGR).
Scarborough ware, which is currently thought to be a late thirteenth to early fourteenth centurytype, is found here decorated with brown pellets and with a yellow glaze. This type of decoration
is seen at a number of sites in York around the early thirteenth century. Applied vertical line
decoration with green glazed sherds may be of a late thirteenth-century date, being found with
other jug sherds in the jug spread at the Bedern, York (Jennings 2001).
The EGB diminishes and a number of different types are apparent. These include a harder
Oxidised Buff-type (BUFO), a smoother fine Sandy and Silty Buff Ware (BUFS) and a soft Buff pinktype (BUFP). A short-lived Buff White ware (BUFW) occurs only at this point in the sequence. At
the same time the harder High-Fired Buff Ware (BUFH) occurs along with BUFO and BUFS. These
variations may be the product of several kiln sites, providing for an increased market, a change of
fashion and demand or a desire for innovation and experimentation. The presence of Saintonge
Polychrome (SAINP) and Scarborough ware in Periods 5A and B suggests a date very late in the
thirteenth century and most probably early fourteenth century. Brandsby and North Yorkshiretypes, in small quantities, also suggest a late thirteenth- to early fourteenth-century date.
In Period 5B, Crude Buff Ware (BUFC) occurs for the first time; it was found with BUFH and
BUFS, though BUFC is predominant. One sherd of Low Countries Red Ware (DUTR) may be
intrusive, although this was from the end of the period.
In Period 5C, RGG 4 jugs and cisterns occur for the first time in the sequence in large enough
numbers to overtake BUFC in quantity and dominate the phase, suggesting a later fourteenthcentury to fifteenth-century date. BUFC is still the predominant Buff type, though BUFS, BUFP,
BUFO and BUFW are present in smaller quantities. There is much less Scarborough ware than in
Period 5A-B, suggesting that it was residual.

ceramic phase 3 (cp3) (periods 6 and 7)
By Period 6, BUFH occurs in the greatest quantity and continues into Period 7, though having
dwindled slightly. Forms are generally plain and functional, although the hardness of the fabric
suggests an ability to control and create higher temperatures in the kiln and perhaps a
sophistication in technology not seen before. This Ceramic Phase is marked by the first instance of
Langerwehe stoneware. The presence also of substantial amounts of DUTR, including a cauldron,
precludes a date earlier than the middle of the fourteenth century. RGG fabric 5 occurs in Period 6
and, together with RGG fabric 4, these dominate the Period 6 assemblage. In Period 7, RGG fabric
4 is still present but in reduced amounts. No seventeenth-century types were present.

discussion
The pottery is typical of a domestic assemblage. There is no pottery with a clear industrial use, but
re-use for a different purpose from that initially intended can be postulated from several sherds of
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a Scarborough I ware jug/aquamanile body which have circular holes cut at random through them
after firing. This was presumably to prepare it for use perhaps as a lamp, fish-trap or strainer. Also,
a large RGG fabric 5-type jug/cistern base (from Period 6) is of a type thought, at Stockbridge, to
be used as a container for water to quench hot metals during iron-working processes. However, its
context here was within a hall so its function was probably domestic.

fabric descriptions
Local
1. Hand-made Gritty Ware (EGRO) (not illustrated)
Fabric: Oxidised with a light grey core and one with a buff-coloured core and reduced surface
(Vince 2003) similar to that from Saddler Street, Durham (Carver 1979, 40; 43, fig. 24) and EGR Sc
at Durham (Lowther 1993, 80, 81; fig. 27, 31–6). The fabric also resembles that of the Dog Bank kilntypes (see Bown 1988), but is softer and more crudely made. Similar sherds have been noted at
Prudhoe Castle and in category D at Jarrow (Jenner et al. 2006).
Form: Simple everted rimmed, round-bodied jars/bowls.
Date: Probably late twelfth century and thought to be tenth to thirteenth century in Durham
(Lowther 1993, 86). Here in Period 3.
2. Dog Bank Ware (DB) (not illustrated)
Fabric: (Bown 1988, 33–4; Jenner et al. 2006; Lowther 1993, 86). Both red- and white-firing types
occur.
Form: Mainly square rimmed, though some simple rounded rimmed, bowls, jars and cooking pots.
Decoration: One square-rimmed jar, in a white-firing fabric, is decorated with a series of roller
stamped or rouletted squares across the upper surface of the rim. This type of decoration is seen on
several examples from excavations in the area, including the kiln site (Bown 1988, 35, fig. 14, 18)
and at Jarrow on both white and red fabrics (Jenner et al. 2006). It is seen on Saxo-Norman pottery
found in London and Anglo-Scandinavian wares such as Torksey wares (ninth to eleventh century)
found in York (Mainman 1990, 431) and may reach further back through the Roman period
(Monaghan 1997, 992; fig. 390, 3863). It is widespread across Northern France but mainly in areas
closer to the coast, perhaps suggesting distribution via coastal ports, in the Low Countries and
North East England (Le Patourel 1979, 117).
Date: Late twelfth century at the Dog Bank kiln site. The dating is discussed in relation to similar
material excavated at Jarrow (Jenner et al. 2006; Cramp 2006).
3. Oxidised Gritty Ware (OXGR) (fig. 17, 41–6)
Fabric: Similar to RGG but generally has oxidised margins and surfaces and a denser fabric. Here
the category has been used as a catch-all for fabrics which do not fit into DB and STAX categories.
The thickness of the walls and coarseness vary considerably. Some vessels are fine and higher fired
and others have a coarser, more open fabric. This group is not at all homogeneous but fabrics
generally have reduced cores and oxidised orange surfaces. First noted at the Castle Ditch,
Newcastle (Ellison 1981, 105).
Form: Jars
Date: Fabrics from late twelfth to thirteenth century and are likely to emanate from several, as yet
undiscovered, production sites. Found locally at Queen Street (Bown 1988, 52–4) where two fabrics,
coarse and fine, are thought to be of a thirteenth-century date. Appears mainly around the Tyneside
area.
4. Reduced Green Glazed Wares (RGG) (fig. 17, 47–52)
Fabric: for RGG 1 to 6 see Ellison 1981, 107–22. RGG 6 is not recognised here. RGG 1, 2 and 3 are
found in Periods 3 and 4. They are also present, but probably residual, in Period 5A and Period 7.
RGG 4 builds from Period 5C to a peak in Period 6, the beginning of CP3, and then decreases, but
is still found in quantity in Period 7.
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The base from one large jug, probably RGG 5 (fig. 17, 52), is found in CP3 (the coarse fabric is very
similar to that of the earlier RGG 1). It is roughly contemporary with RGG 4 here. It is possible that
these types had different functions; RGG 4 fulfilling the need for a finer ware, often decorated on the
shoulder with a pad of thumbed clay (fig. 17, 51), RGG 5 perhaps having a more heavy duty,
functional purpose; the slightly sagging base perhaps designed to stand on a dirt floor rather than
for display or use at table. Large jugs or possibly cisterns in RGG 4 fabric occur mainly in Period 6,
along with cauldrons, pipkins and dishes, as well as the jars and jugs previously made in the various
Buff ware-types of Period 5, when a greater degree of diversity of fabrics and forms can be seen.

Newcastle Buff Wares
The remaining local types of pottery from the excavation are the Newcastle Buff Wares (5 to 12,
below), which are one of two major groups of medieval pottery found in the Newcastle area. They
are distinguished by a light colour and marked differences in fabric, temper and firing conditions
from the other major pottery-type, RGG. It is probably made from Tyneside white-firing clay and,
as such, is one of a major tradition of white-firing pottery extending from the Midlands into
Scotland. In the past, it has proved difficult to separate the various types of Buff ware within this
broad category. Ellison suggested an earlier coarser and a later finer, denser fabric existed at the
Castle, Newcastle (Ellison 1981, 105). Bown divided the Buff wares at Queen Street, Newcastle, into
two main types previously (Bown 1988, 59), including fabric 1, a soft pink fabric, and fabric 2, a
harder denser fabric: these may be roughly analogous with BUFP and BUFH (7 & 12, below). However, both authors pointed towards a considerable amount of variation within these categories.
Elsewhere, earlier Gritty Buff Wares are thought to be of a twelfth/thirteenth-century date and later
finer Buff wares are thought to occur from the fourteenth century onwards. A higher-fired variant,
with a green-brown and later a purplish glaze, may begin to be produced in the late fourteenth
century and continue through the fifteenth century.
It is likely that the Buff wares found here were made, perhaps, initially in County Durham and
then later in the vicinity of the Tyne, though they may have been made in both areas at a number
of kiln sites. Kilns from Gateshead (Manders 1973) and from Durham at Aldin Grange are known.
Ellison pointed to a local production for those found at the Castle Ditch and the Cloth Market in
Newcastle as several wasters were found there (Ellison 1981, 106). Bown suggested that these wares
were probably the result of a large-scale local pottery industry in the area (Bown 1988, 59) but it is
likely that rather than these being an ‘industry’, as such, a number of production sites, as yet
unknown, operated across the North East from the twelfth to the fifteenth century, one possibly in
the plot south of Lloyd’s Court (O’Brien 1995).
Bown found no chronological differences in Buff fabrics or forms at Queen Street (Bown 1988,
59), but here a general progression has been tentatively postulated. It is suggested that Gritty and
Splashed types occur in the late twelfth to thirteenth centuries, and that in the early fourteenth
century haematite is added. This type is not well sorted and rather crudely made. Later, by the late
fourteenth century a harder, higher-fired, better sorted fabric with a finer matrix occurs. A fine,
softer, oxidised Buff ware is only found at the end of the sequence in the late fourteenth to fifteenth
century. Forms progress from jars and strap-handled pitchers in the late twelfth century to jars and
medium-shouldered and more rounded jugs with rod handles in the fourteenth century. A period
of experimentation might also be conjectured, where a number of different coloured types occur.
These include a soft pink version, a white version, an oxidised and a high-fired type. This is most
common in Period 5.
Buff ware forms progress from unglazed jars and pitchers in Period 3 to jugs in Period 4 with
collared or simple squared-off rims. In Period 5A a pipkin occurs and in Periods 5A and 5B
moderate-sized rod-handled jugs of baluster/shouldered form are found. By Period 6 a cauldron
and slightly squatter jugs with rod handles are present. The changes between the fabric types are
gradual but are corroborated by associated imports in the ceramic phases given above.
5. Early Gritty Buff Ware (EGB) (fig. 15, 1–4)
Fabric: Buff surfaces with mid-grey reduced core and a mid-olive green splash glaze. It has
moderate to abundant sub-rounded grey and white quartz up to 1 mm diameter.
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Form: Jar and pitcher.
Date: Period 3.
6. Buff Gritty Ware (BUGR)
Fabric: Often fired to a very light buff/white colour throughout, it has smaller quartz inclusions
than EGB making it less gritty. Also a siltier, more oxidised version which is less brittle and gritty
with light pinkish orange surfaces and a buff core.
Form: Ribbed jars, often sooted on external surfaces suggesting that they were used as cooking pots.
Small crudely-made jugs are also present with rod handles and large uneven thumb indentations
at the top and bottom of the handle join.
Date: First noted in small amounts in Period 4, towards the end of Ceramic P1 but is most common
in CP2.
7. Buff Pink (BUFP) (fig. 15, 14–6)
Fabric: A softer version of BUGR is perhaps fired at lower temperatures and is intentionally fired to
a pinkish/white colour. It sometimes has a light grey reduced core.
Form: Everted rimmed, unglazed jars.
Date: It only occurs in very small amounts here in Periods 5A to 5B. It is therefore thought to be an
earlier fourteenth-century type.
8. Oxidised Buff (BUFO) (figs 15 &16, 17–23)
Fabric: An intentionally higher-fired ware with orange/buff surfaces, very similar to BUFH. It is
smoother to the touch than EGB, BUGR, BUFP and BUFW and is silty rather than sandy.
Form: Similar jars to those made in BUFP.
Date: Occurs from Period 5A, peaks in 5B and declines in 5C. It does not occur in Period 6.
9. Buff White (BUFW) (fig. 15, 5–7)
Fabric: A white-firing, fairly coarsely-gritted fabric with a fairly hackly surface when broken.
Moderate amounts of sub-rounded white and grey quartz, red and black iron ore can be seen by
the naked eye along with sparse sub-angular haematite. The latter may have been intentionally
added or may be a property of the original clay type. They are higher fired than previous types and
quite hard.
Form: Crudely-made rounded jugs with thick rod handles and large thumb impressions at
handle/body joins. Some lower handle/body joins have large, crude, applied thumbed pads of
clay below them. Plain with poor light yellowish-green patchy glaze.
Date: Found mainly in Periods 5A and B, and is not present by Period 6. A highly-decorated jug in
a similar fabric was recognised at Stockbridge (Jenner and Cooper 2001, 146; fig. 33.3, 11), mainly
in thirteenth- to mid-fourteenth-century contexts.
10. Sandy and Silty Buff Ware (BUFS) (fig. 15, 8–13)
Fabric: A sandy coloured buff ware with well sorted quartz grains. This type is a clear development
from the early gritty types FSRC and EGB. It is finer and smoother than BUFW.
Forms: Jars, handled jar/cauldron and pipkins.
Date: Periods 5A, B, C and 6. It does not appear in Period 7.
11. Crude Buff Ware (BUFC) (fig. 16, 24–5)
Fabric: Thick oxidised light orange/buff external margins and slightly darker surface with light
grey and buff/white patches. The break is slightly laminar but the matrix is quite fine. It is harder
and higher-fired than BUGR. The internal margin is a light buff/brown. Large irregular subrounded inclusions of haematite, up to 0.5 cm across, characterise this type. It is ill-sorted and
poorly mixed. The addition of haematite or slag, perhaps to enhance heat resistance, and a potential
symbiotic relationship between local pottery and iron working has been explored previously but
findings not conclusive (Jenner and Cooper 2001, 166). It is however unlikely that such large
inclusions should occur naturally within the clay matrix.
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Fig. 15

The pottery: Newcastle Buff wares, catalogue items 1–19 (1:4).
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Fig. 16

The pottery: Newcastle Buff wares, 20–26, Regional wares 27–30, Coarse White ware 31,
Scarborough ware 32–5 (1:4).
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Form: Wide-based, sagging-bottomed jugs with raised area in the centre of the base and thick rod
handles. The form is slightly squatter than those in BUGR.
Date: This type occurs in greatest quantity in Periods 5B and C. It is therefore probably a fourteenthto fifteenth-century type.
12. High-Fired Buff Ware (BUFH) (fig. 16, 26)
Fabric: This type is similar but finer and better sorted than BUFC. The haematite is smaller and the
clay matrix is fine, hard and almost fused. Glaze is greenish-brown and in one example is almost
purple. Though a more uniformly purplish glaze has been seen on these types at a number of other
sites in the North East, it is not seen here. This suggests that it may be a later phenomenon, perhaps
dating from the later fifteenth century onwards, as with RGG (see Cumberpatch 1996, 48;
Cumberpatch 2001).
Forms: Mainly jugs with rod handles, sometimes with ribs.
Date: Mainly found in Periods 6 and 7. It occurs in small quantities in Period 5A and B where it
could be intrusive, as with a single sherd in Period 4.

Regional
13. Coarse White Ware (SCOT) (fig. 16, 31)
One jar with a squared-rim is similar in form to types seen from Yorkshire to Scotland in the late
twelfth century. The fabric is different from that of the Jarrow white-firing Dog Bank-types as it is
coarser with sub-angular rose-coloured quartz grains. It is perhaps closer to D2 there, possibly from
the Durham area. The fabric is not dissimilar to the Gritty wares found in the York area in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries (see Brooks 1987, 150) but the form is unusual as it has an internal
concavity below the rim (it is now known that the York Gritty wares are not a homogeneous group,
perhaps reflecting a number of kilns operating across the region.
14. Staxton-type ware (STAX) (fig. 16, 28–30)
Fabric: Brewster 1952; Le Patourel 1979. It was first noted in the North East at the South Curtain
Wall, Newcastle (Harbottle 1966) and in category D12 at the monastic settlement at Jarrow (Jenner
et al. 2006).
Form: Jars with flanged rim. One rim in a coarser fabric is very slightly everted with a small flange
and may be from a jug or jar (fig. 16, 30).
15. London-type ware (LOND) (not illustrated)
Fabric: Pearce et al 1985, 19; 61; fig. 19, 36. It has been noted in Newcastle previously from the Castle,
Newcastle (Jenner unpublished) and Stockbridge (Jenner and Cooper 2001, 182; fig. 33.9, 94).
Form: The sherds from at least one early large squat jug decorated with white slip in a style not
dissimilar to that employed at Rouen, with slipped lines and dots decorating its surface.
Date: Late twelfth century.
16. Scarborough I (SCAR) (figs 16 & 17, 32–6)
Fabric: Rutter 1961, Farmer 1979, Bown 1988. Two distinct fabrics have been noted (Farmer 1982).
The bulk of the material found here is the oxidised iron-rich Scarborough I-type. Odd sherds of a
coarser, oxidised version and the Scarborough II/North Yorkshire-type occur more rarely.
Form: Most of the sherds here appear to come from one jug/aquamanile decorated with green glaze
over applied zig-zag lines and round pellets of clay with central indentations (fig. 17, 36). Other
types of decoration include applied scales (fig. 16, 33), the edge of a possible wheat ear stamp boss
and a lightly-sooted base sherd with small thumb impressions around its edge (fig. 16, 35). These
are so small that they might have been made by a child. A light green-glazed sherd has an applied
apple green vertical strip (fig. 16, 32).
Date: A late thirteenth- to early fourteenth-century date is now generally accepted (Watkins et al.
1982). Here it appears almost entirely in Period 5A along with SAIM, but with very small quantities
(probably residual) from Periods 5B, C, 6 and 7.
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17. Scarborough II/North Yorkshire/Brandsby (NYKS BRAN) (not illustrated)
Fabric: A whiter firing, harder and slightly coarser fabric, not dissimilar to Brandsby-type ware with
small rounded black iron inclusions found in York.
Form: Jugs decorated with applied brown strip and yellow glaze in Period 5A is most probably an
early Brandsby or York Glazed ware. These types occur in very small amounts in Periods 5A, C and
6.
Date: Early fourteenth century.
18. Splash Glazed/York (YGW) (fig. 16, 27)
One collared rim from a jug, with splashes of mid-green glaze and incised wavy lines decorating
the outer edge, may be of a type found in York and thought to be late twelfth century. This type has
been noted at Coppergate, York and labelled Fine White Splash Glazed Ware (WHFIN).

Imports
19. Grey Ware (not illustrated)
A grey sandy, wheel-thrown fabric similar to those from Jarrow. Suggested sources vary from Jutish
(Hall and Chennery forthcoming) to Flemish (Vince 2003) though the evidence from both of these
studies is not conclusive, particularly as the numbers of samples used in each are relatively small
and clay beds extend over considerable areas. Despite similarities to wares from Bruges and
Aardenburg, a further source, perhaps elsewhere in the Low Countries may be equally possible.
Form: Unglazed jar.
Date: In Period 3. Late twelfth/early thirteenth century.
20. Saintonge Mottled Green Glaze (SAIM) (fig. 17, 40)
Fabric: Jennings 1981, 33–4. This example may be French or a very sophisticated local copy in a very
fine buff/white fabric.
Form: Jug with applied vertical strip and thin wheel-thrown strap handle.
Date: It is present only in Period 5A and in Period 7 (probably residual). It is dated elsewhere in
Britain to post-1250 (Vince 1985).
21. Saintonge Polychrome (SAINP) (not illustrated)
Fabric: Jennings 1981, 33. Traditionally dated 1280 to 1350 and found in quantity with Scarboroughtypes dated to late thirteenth and early fourteenth century in Hull (Watkins et al 1982).
Date: In Period 5A and B.
22. Low Countries Red Ware (DUTR) (fig. 17, 37–9)
Fabric: Jennings 1981, Vince 1985.
Form: Kitchen/cooking vessels including jars, bowls, dishes and cauldrons.
Date: In Period 6. Regularly found on British sites from 1350 to 1600 (Hurst et al. 1986).
23. Langerwehe Stoneware
Fabric: Hurst 1977, 130–140, Jennings 1981, 134–45, Gaimster 1997.
Form: Jugs with rows of rectangular roller stamping at the neck/shoulder.
Date: Langerwehe stoneware is common on British sites and thought to be in currency in this
country from 1350 to 1500. Here in Period 6, probably fifteenth century.

Pottery catalogue (figs. 15–17)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Splash glazed base of jug [7084, Period 3]
Splash glazed Collar rimmed pitcher (or jug) [7066, Period 5A]
Splash glazed jug rim with external bevel on upper surface [7089, Period 5A]
Gritty jar with bifid rim [7000, Period 6]
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Fig. 17

The pottery: Scarborough ware aquamanile, 36, Low Countries Red ware, 37–9, Saintonge
ware, 40, Oxidised Gritty ware, 41–46, Reduced Green Glazed ware, 47–52 (1:4).
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
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Rounded jug with applied thumbed pads at lower body/handle join [7046, Period 5A]
Jug [7000, Period 6]
Jug handle [7014, Period 5A]
Fabric with some coarse grits and sooted pipkin/jar with yellow/green glaze inside and
patches outside [6089, Period 5A]
Gritty straight-sided jar with short flanged rim [7076, Period 5A]
Gritty jar/pipkin with flanged rim. [6104, Period 5B]
Gritty jug with thin walls and even yellow glaze with brown streaks [6004, Period 7]
Jar [6107, Period 5B]
Jar [6107, Period 5B]
Jar with everted rim [6089, Period 5A]
Shouldered jar [6089, Period 5A]
Jar with rounded rim and concavity inside neck [6067, Period 5B]
Jar with short flange [6089, Period 5A]
OXGR? jar with flanged rim and thumbed edge [7006, Period 5A]
Highly-fired jar [7074, Period 5A]
Higher-fired frying pan [6058, Period 5B]
Crude Buff jar [6102, Period 5B]
Gritty Buff bifid rim [7023, Period 6]
Crude Buff cooking pot/jar [6104, Period 5A]
Jar with rod handle copying Low Countries-types [6102, Period 5B]
Jug with thick rod/strap handle [6072, Period 5B]
Jug with ribbed rod handle with two grooves [6088, Period 6]
York Glazed Ware jug with collared rim with incised wavy line decoration P4 [7089, Period 5A]
Staxton-type jar with splash glaze hard-fired P4 [7089, Period 5A]
Staxton-type flanged jar rim [7050, Period 5A]
Jar with everted rounded rim in coarse sandy oxidised fabric [7038, Period 5A]
Squared rim and neck of jar. [7006, Period 5A]
Jug rim and body sherd with degraded glaze and crude white-slipped vertical line decoration.
[7038, Period 5A]
Scale decorated jug or aquamanile sherd [7061, Period 5C]
Jug handle/body join with thumb impressions and sherd with applied vertical line decoration
[7030, Period 5A]
Jug base with small thumb impressions [6059, Period 5B]
Aquamanile/jug with applied zig-zag strips and circular pellets with central indentations and
holes bored through the walls subsequent to firing. [7006, Period 5A]
Low Countries Red ware dish rim [6011, Period 6]
Low Countries Red ware bowl rim [6123, Period 6]
Low Countries Red ware handled cauldron [6119=6123, Period 6]
Saintonge mottled green glazed-type ware jug rim and strap handle with applied vertical strip
[7048, Period 5A]
Coarse jar with square rim and shallow thumb marks round upper edge [7084, Period 3]
Finer fabric jar with bifid rim like those from Jarrow [7084, Period 3]
Flanged-rimmed bowl in coarse, high-fired fabric, with large white quartz inclusions and
reduced core and internal surface [7006, Period 5A]
Splash glazed jar. Similar to EGB. Abraded [7074, Period 5A]
Jar/jug with splashes of glaze and bevelled rim. Similar to EGB. [7069, Period 5A]
Flanged jar with reduced core similar to D12 from Jarrow. A neat band of sooting extends along
the lower surface and outer edge of the flange, leaving a line on the upper outer edge where a
lid sat. [6044, Period 6]
RGG 1/2 Yellow glazed jug sherd with stamp boss in shape of star/wheel with buff internal
surface and reduced mid- to light grey core [6089, Period 5A]
RGG 1-type rod handle with square rouletted decoration [6078, Period 5B]
RGG 1/2 jug sherd with incised wavy line decoration [6058, Period 5B]
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50. RGG 2/3 (BUGR) with light greenish-yellow glaze and applied crude brown scales [7092,
Period 6]
51. RGG 4 Stamped decoration from shoulder of a cistern [6123, Period 6]
52. RGG 5 large jug base and rod handle [7000, Period 6]

The glass
C. P. Graves
1.

Painted window glass (B: 3.5 mm). 6020, Period 5C, (fig. 18, no. 1).
One grozed edge, but very abraded. Slight pitting on both surfaces. Translucent, green-tinted
metal, painted with an oak leaf in outline in brown enamel, stem and veins depicted in diluted
form of the same. No trace of yellow stain on reverse.
The oak leaf is of a pattern of naturalistic foliage common in grisaille glass of the late
thirteenth to early fourteenth century. The lack of yellow stain highlighting suggests that this
may be late thirteenth century rather than in the first quarter of the fourteenth century when
yellow stain was introduced in England (cf. the borders of the Heraldic Window, York Minster
nave, 1307–10 (Brown and O’Connor 1991, 61–2)). Glass with this pattern might have made up

Fig. 18

Glass, copper alloy, bone and stone objects (1:1).
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Fig. 19

Architectural fragment, Iron and fired-clay objects (1:2).
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the background to figures, or entire windows with little other decoration apart from borders,
or so-called band windows of grisaille alternating with panels of coloured figural glass.
Amongst the earliest in situ glass of this type of naturalistic foliage is that in the Chapter House
and Vestibule at York Minster c. 1285 (O’Connor and Haselock 1977, 334–41, pl. 98); and in
Merton College Chapel, Oxford c. 1289–96 (Newton 1979, 23). This fragment came from the late
fourteenth- or fifteenth-century fill (6020) of a cesspit (6026) to the east of Building 2. Although
the glass may have originated in a domestic structure, as an isolated fragment, it may have
come from repairs or refenestration debris associated with a church or religious house. The
precinct of the Franciscan Friars would probably be the closest source, although perhaps the
Austin Friary should not be ruled out. Both could have had windows installed in the late
thirteenth or early fourteenth century as the Franciscans were in place by at least 1237, when
the king gave them timber for the construction of their dormitory (Calendar of Close Rolls
1237–42, 16), and the Augustinian friars were in place by 1291 (Calendar of Patent Rolls 1281–92,
441), although no foundation document survives. In either case, the glass fragment would
have travelled a considerable distance.

The Small Finds
A. Croom
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Copper alloy strap-end (L: 34 mm W: 15 mm B: 2 mm). Unstratified, 3000, (fig. 18, no. 2).
Composite strap-end with protruding point terminal. Location of attachment rivets unclear.
The type dates from the late thirteenth to the mid-fifteenth century, but is typically fourteenth
century (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 145).
Iron ferrule (L: 120 mm D: 32 mm). Period 2, 6124, (fig. 19, no. 3).
Large ferrule with a split socket, containing mineralised wood from a shaft with a diameter of
at least 26 mm. The ferrule was held in place by a single nail approximately 5 mm in diameter.
Used to protect the end of the shaft of a heavy weapon, tool or pole.
Bone bead (D: 7 mm B: 6 mm D(hole): 2 mm). Period 5A, 6089, (fig. 18, 4).
Although often found in sixteenth-century contexts, bead-working waste indicates that small
bone beads were also made from the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century (Egan and
Pritchard 1991, 311). In the medieval period bead necklaces were rare, and beads were more
common as part of a rosary, although small beads could also be used as decoration on pendants and other fittings (Margeson 1993, 5; fig. 1, no. 8).
Stone disc (D: 42 mm B: 9 mm). Period 5A, 7069, (fig. 18, no. 5).
Incomplete sandstone disc, perhaps used as a pot lid. Stone discs are a relatively common local
site find in the Roman period, and there is a possibility this is Roman, as there is residual
Roman tile from the site. However, although rare, stone discs are known from the medieval
period. Parallel: Lismahon, Co. Down, early or mid-thirteenth century (Waterman 1959, fig. 62,
8).
Fired clay mould (L: 139 mm W: 110 mm B: 47 mm). Period 6, 6011, (fig. 19, 6).
End fragment of a crude rectangular baked clay mould with a semi-porous composition.
Triangular female mould (L (2 sides): 80 mm L (1 side): 70 mm D: 17 mm) located on one face
with a groove for casting leading from one corner of the mould, opposite the short side, to the
edge. The mould has sloping sides to a flat base. Parallel: Durham City, medieval to early
seventeenth century (Carne 2001, fig. 17, 18).

Metalworking debris
P. W. Clogg and J. Jones
Industrial debris from 32 stratified contexts (total weight 101.6 kg) was examined. It was mostly
recovered from pits in Building 2 and the courtyard (85.2 kg) and from pits within Building 1
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(16.3 kg). The material was assessed for its character and to identify the industrial processes from
which it originated.
The assemblage consisted of a mixture of smithing-hearth bottoms and fragments, some probable smithing slag, and quantities of undiagnostic ironworking slag. No evidence for iron smelting
was found. Where identified, the fuel used was coal. Fragments of undiagnostic ironworking slag
had accumulated, whilst plastic, against flat or angular structures leaving one face shaped by the
pressure. The shapes resembled sections of bar or rod, and these came from contexts spanning
Period 5A (6063 & 6089), Period 5B (6072) and Period 6 (6009). There was no surviving evidence of
from what these angular structures may have been made. If they were wooden, it might be
expected that fragments of charcoal would have survived embedded in the slag. As this was not
the case, it is possible that the unidentified structures were made from metal or stone and that the
slag was removed from them by hammering, once cold. Examination and energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF) analysis found only iron in the samples and no evidence for any other
metalworking activity. It is likely that some of the smithing-hearth bottoms actually derived from
the Period 5B smithing hearth (6113) located in the yard, and the possible smithing hearth within
Room 3, Building 1 (7081). The assemblage is consistent with waste from iron smithing. From the
late thirteenth to the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries, this process appears to have occurred on the
site (certainly in Period 5B) or very nearby.

The Faunal Remains
L. Gidney
The assemblage consisted of one archive box of animal bones. The bulk of the assemblage came
from the yard to the north of Building 1, probably a reflection of better preservation within the cess
and rubbish pits. Preservation of the bones from the yard showed wide variation, ranging from
very good, with the dark brown patina associated with waterlogging, to very poor, with flaking
surfaces and crumbling. This will have had a major impact on the species represented. The majority
of the stratified finds were found in Periods 6 and 5A, but even these are very small groups. The
activities undertaken on this site have not generated any substantial quantity of faunal refuse in
any period, despite the presence of cesspits which obviously attracted such rubbish disposal. This
may reflect a relatively low social status for the occupants.

methodology
Fragments were counted as identifiable only if they encompassed a discrete diagnostic feature or
‘zone’. Unidentifiable fragments were only noted if a context only contained unidentifiable fragments. Ribs and vertebrae were recorded as cattle- or sheep-size. The term sheep/goat is used but
no evidence for the presence of goat was found, whereas diagnostic bones of sheep were found.

species
Cattle bones are present in all periods. This is a reflection of the size and robustness of cattle bones,
which are more resistant to decay and are more noticeable during hand-excavation. The cattle
bones are almost all fused bones from adults, only a few later-fusing epiphyses are unfused. All
the teeth are permanent teeth in wear, with some at advanced wear stages. There is a possibility
that marrow bones and cows’ heads, rather than beef, may have been procured. Sheep/goat bones
are less numerous but present in almost all periods. Again, the majority of the finds are from adult
or aged animals. However, there does seem to be a small trend for sheep bones to outnumber those
of cattle in Periods 5A and B, with the converse in phases 5C and 6. This may not be survival
bias as the presence of fish bones in phases 5A and 6 indicates good preservational conditions.
There are too few cattle and sheep bones for any meaningful consideration of the body parts
represented.
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Pig remains were very sparse with the exception of the fills of a Period 5B rubbish pit (6103).
Here, most of the head and some elements from forelimb, hindlimb and spine of a young pig, were
found. All the epiphysial ends are unfused. The teeth have deciduous premolars 2–4 in wear with
molar 1 almost fully up but unworn, and molars 2–3 unerupted. This indicates that the animal was
about 4–6 months old at death. This find was not the burial of a whole body with the bones in
articulation, but appears to be disposal of disarticulated refuse from the consumption of pork.
Periods 6 and 5A are outstanding among this assemblage for their complementary character.
Period 6 has an abundance of beef bones and a few fish bones. Period 5A and B have an abundance
of fish bones from very large fish, probably of the cod family, remains from a whole pig, and a few
sheep and cattle bones. This gives the superficial appearance of the medieval cycle of fast and carnival, whether Lent and Easter or Advent and Christmas. While the late thirteenth- to fourteenthcentury date for Period 5A would fit this hypothesis, the fifteenth- to sixteenth-century date of
Period 6 could also reflect the post-Reformation relaxation of these dietary rules.
Stratified bird bones are present only in Periods 6, 5A and 3–6, with one find of goose and two
single finds of domestic fowl respectively. The recovery of both fish and bird bones in Periods 6 and
5A is a direct reflection of the enhanced preservation of the bones from these deposits. Bones from
these species may have been deposited in the other periods but have simply failed to survive. No
dog bones were found, but one cattle bone from a Period 5B pit (6105) fill (6104) had clearly been
gnawed by a dog. Butchery marks were seen throughout the assemblage, indicating that these finds
are the product of waste disposal from domestic kitchen and table.

samples
As a control on hand-recovery and on biases in preservation, all the soil samples from pit fills
were wet-sieved for the recovery of faunal remains. The quantity of bones recovered was relatively
low, but the exercise has produced some interesting results. Eleven out of nineteen contexts
that produced bone fragments in the samples did not produce any hand-recovered faunal remains.
One of the richest samples, context 6102 (fill of pit 6103) from Period 5B, produced pig, sheep and
fish bones, but only produced hand-recovered finds of fish. The pig bones appear to be further
parts of the partial body found in the fills (6106 and 6107) of the same pit. The predominance of
cattle bones in the hand-recovered finds is not reflected in the samples, where fish bones are more
common.
Tiny fragments of bone, burnt white, or calcined, were seen in all periods except 5C. This suggests that the prime taphonomic factor affecting this assemblage has not been post-depositional
preservation but pre-depositional disposal of fresh bones on the fire. Personal experimentation has
shown that bones with some grease or marrow still attached do burn well as a supplementary fuel
and this reduces the bulk before final dumping. Tiny, comminuted fragments of unburnt bone were
commonly found too. While the unidentifiable fragments have not been considered in the main
discussion, these tiny fragments may be supplementary evidence for the presence of dogs, as these
can be all that remains from dog faecal material (King 1963, 136).
While they have not been identified, the samples from Periods 5A, 5B and 6 have produced fish
bones from a range of smaller-sized species, as well as the large gadids seen in the hand-recovered
finds. Some of these tiny fish bones are in excellent condition, further illustrating that preservation
is not the only cause of variation between Periods.
The general paucity of bird bones appears to be a real trend with only one juvenile (probably
domestic fowl) bone seen in the samples. This sampling exercise has helped to demonstrate that
hand-recovered bones are not necessarily a good indication of the deposits to sample for fish bones.
Strict observance of fast periods, such as Lent, during the medieval era should be reflected in
deposits rich in fish bone but containing no animal bone. The botanical evidence (see below) also
demonstrates that good preservation alone is not an indicator of potential for the recovery of
animal bones. For example, the fills (7087 and 7096) of the Period 4 latrine (7097) produced a wealth
of plant remains but no bones. This may reflect low social status, which is also suggested by the
plant remains for this period. Lower status households would have had meat for special celebrations, such as Christmas and Easter.
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summary
A small assemblage of animal bones was recovered principally from activity spanning the
thirteenth to sixteenth centuries. Differential preservation, disposal of waste bones on the fire, and
possibly canid consumption, may lead to an underestimate of the provision of meat on this site.
Beef bones are most common with sheep bones also well represented. Pig bones are rare with the
exception of disarticulated bones from one animal in Period 5B. The samples have demonstrated
that a variety of fish were consumed in Periods 5A, 5B and 6.

The plant remains
C. O’Brien
During the excavation, 68 bulk samples of soil were taken, of which an approximate sub-sample of
5 litres of 14 were assessed for their potential to hold plant remains. Of these, four samples contained enough charred or waterlogged plant material to warrant full analysis.
Plant macrofossil analysis was undertaken in order to provide information about the social
status of the site, the local economy and environment, consumption patterns and diet, agricultural
practices and the use of imported or local food stuffs.
Samples were wet-sieved through a nest of sieves ranging from 1 mm to 150 µm mesh size. The
remaining material was manually floated and sieved through a 500 µm mesh in order to concentrate the charred botanical remains present. The residues and flots were dried slowly and scanned
using a magnet for ferrous fragments. Waterlogged and charred botanical remains were identified
by comparison with modern reference material held in the Environmental Laboratory at Archaeological Services Durham University. Plant taxonomic nomenclature follows Stace (1997).

results
The analysis has revealed valuable information, particularly regarding diet and the diverse flora
growing on and surrounding the site. Due to the lack of imported exotic taxa, it could be argued
that the consumption pattern is more in line with that of a site with a relatively lower social status
and that the economy was based on local produce. Most of the plant remains were preserved as
uncharred seeds in waterlogged samples from cesspits but some charred remains were found but
not in any quantity. The few charred plant remains from the deposits indicate that oats, wheat and
barley were the main cereals used at the site during the medieval period. Waterlogged remains
show that fruit and nuts formed a substantial part of the diet and that beans were also used.
Following the assessments (undertaken in 2002 and 2006), four contexts were recommended for
further plant macrofossil analysis. These are the fills (7087 and 7096) of the Period 4 latrine (7097),
and fills (6041 and 6079) of the Period 5B cesspit (6042). Otherwise, the assessment and the full
results of the analysis, a full species lists, and quantifications, are not published here but are
available in the site archive.

Diet
Macrofossils from edible plants were abundant in all samples from the fills of these two waterlogged features. The charred plant remains indicate that oats, wheat and barley were the main
cereals used and this compares to other sites of a similar date in northern England (Huntley &
Stallibrass 1995). The absence of chaff prevents the identification of the wheat at High Bridge to
species, but it is most likely to be bread wheat considering its dominance in the region. Having said
this, spelt cannot be ruled out as there is evidence that this wheat remained in cultivation in some
areas during the medieval period (Huntley & Stallibrass 1995). The waterlogged barley rachis
internode (6041) was in too poor a condition to be differentiated between the 6-row and 2-row
varieties. Beans were also used at the site, and were found in the upper fill (7087) of the Period 3
latrine (7097). These became more common in northern England during the medieval period than
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Fig. 20

Schematic representation of the burgage plot repletion process from the 13th to 17th
century.
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at earlier times (Huntley & Stallibrass 1995), and have been found in other medieval urban contexts
at Durham (Archaeological Services 2005b), Hartlepool (Huntley 1987), Darlington (Huntley 1995)
and Berwick (Archaeological Services 2007).
The results show that fruit and nuts formed a substantial part of the diet at the site. These
included hazelnuts, haws, plums, sloes, rose-hips, blackberries, raspberries, elderberries and
strawberries. Several other waterlogged urban sites in northern England also show the importance
of these foods in the medieval diet (Huntley & Stallibrass 1995). It is interesting to note that all of
the fruits from High Bridge are from native taxa, and there is no evidence for the use of imported
exotic taxa at the site. This contrasts with other medieval sites in Newcastle, such as Newcastle
Crown Court (Huntley 1988), where figs and grapes were found, and at Newcastle Closegate 1
(Huntley 1994) where figs were again recorded. Again the absence of exotics may indicate that
High Bridge was a relatively low status site.

The site environment
A diverse range of wetland taxa was present, mostly in the Period 5B cesspit (6042) fill (6041), but
were present to lesser extents in the other samples. These included sedges, hemlock, spike-rush,
bristle club-rush, pale persicaria, lesser spearwort and common rushes, and may have been growing in the cesspit or on areas of damp ground nearby. A wide range of ruderal taxa was recorded
in the fills (6041 and 6079) of the same pit, such as redshank, knotgrass, weld, perennial sow-thistle
and hemp-nettle, although there were generally less within the Period 3 latrine. Thistles, docks and
buttercups were also recorded. These would have grown on areas of pasture, waste or disturbed
ground. Weld (in 6041 and 6079) may have been gathered during Period 5B for the production of
dye which may have been a use for the reduced tank (6069) in Building 2.
The waterlogged conditions also allowed the preservation of pieces of wood and insect fragments. Fly puparia were abundant, which are a common component of cess deposits. For example,
the most common invertebrate remains found within a medieval cesspit at Market Street, Brecon,
Powys, were the puparia of the fly Thoracochaeta zosterae (Archaeological Services 2005a). The
present habitat of this taxon is in wet, decaying seaweed, cast up on the shore at high water (Pitkin
1988). However, the semi-fluid consistency of cesspit fills, coupled with high salt concentrations,
mimic the primary habitat of this fly (Belshau 1989).

The surrounding environment
Seeds of sheep’s sorrel and heather leaves / twigs occurred in (6041) and may have been brought
from nearby heath land for thatching or bedding. In addition, henbane (7087) favours ground manured by rabbits or cattle (Stace 1997) and therefore may indicate nearby pasture.
The fruits and nuts are taxa that are native to Britain, and are likely to have been gathered from
areas of nearby woodland / scrub. Alder was also a component of this local woodland in Period 3,
growing particularly on areas of damp ground. All of these could have been growing at the west
end of the burgage tail, in the Lort Burn valley.
A wide range of arable weed seeds were recorded in all four samples. These included fool’s
parsley, fat-hen, corn marigold, sun spurge, fumitory, poppy, stinking chamomile, black-bindweed,
corn buttercup, wild radish, small nettle and narrow-fruited cornsalad. These may indicate that
cereal crops were growing locally and that fine-sieving of the crops was undertaken near the site.
Alternatively, these arable weeds may have been growing as ruderal taxa in areas of waste ground
at the site.
Waterlogged seeds of flax occurred in the Period 3 latrine fill (7087) which would have been
cultivated for its oil or fibre, or as a fodder crop. Flax appears to have been relatively-widely cultivated in northern England during the medieval period. It has been recorded from excavations in
Darlington Market Place where it has been associated with the thriving medieval linen industry in
the town (Huntley 1995). It was also present in samples from the Newcastle quayside (Huntley
1994), Newcastle Stockbridge (Grinter and Huntley 2001) and from Saddler Street in Durham
(Carver 1979).
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The Pollen and Microfossils
R. Scaife

Sub-samples from eight of the assessed bulk soil samples were also assessed for their microfossil
content. The site archive contains the full report, methodology, species and quantities lists and
fuller discussion, but a synthesis is given below. With the exception of the Period 1 sample (6114),
the pollen is typical of urban (especially) medieval assemblages. The assemblage also indicates that
human waste was deposited in some features.

Period 1: fill (6114) of wall slot (6115)
Tree (25%) and shrub pollen (24%) are dominant with herbs (30%) also important. The former are
dominated by Alnus (alder; 44%) and Corylus avellana-type (hazel; 24%). Herbs comprise largely
Poaceae (grasses; 18%) with Lactucoideae (dandelion-types; 6%), Plantago lanceolata (ribwort
plantain; 1.7%) and sporadic occurrence of other types. There are only small numbers of marsh taxa
(excluding alder) and spores (Pteridium aquilinum; bracken).
It is clear that the values of tree and shrub pollen are substantially higher than recorded in other
samples examined from this site. Here, alder attains high values, suggesting that it was an important constituent of the local vegetation, but perhaps not immediately on-site. Values are not great
enough for the latter and it is probable that it formed local floodplain woodland or from trees
fringing local wetland. The dominant tree/shrub of drier land was hazel (although possible sweetgale may be included in some cases) with few other trees except occasional oak. This appears to
represent a scrub woodland environment dominated by hazel with the relative abundance of herbs
suggesting a late-prehistoric or early historic age. The paucity or absence of oak, elm and other
woodland taxa and the presence of cereals and herbs confirms this. Overall, Poaceae (grasses),
Plantago lanceolata (ribwort plantain), Ranunculus-type (buttercups), Lactucoideae (dandeliontypes) and other elements of the daisy family suggest that grassland or pasture was locally of some
importance.

Period 4: fill (7087) in latrine (7097)
Of particular note in this pollen assemblage are the high values of herbs dominated by Poaceae
(74%) with cereals (24%). Overall, however, the taxonomic diversity is low. There are very substantial numbers of intestinal parasites, including Trichuris cf. trichuria (54% total + misc.) and
Ascaris.
Of all of the samples examined from this site, this has the greatest appearance of being latrine
material. It comprises very fine-grained humic sediment and contains substantial cereal pollen and
intestinal parasites. Trichuris (whip worm) is typical of pigs and humans. Ascaris (mawes worm)
was also present. High values of cereal pollen come from pollen trapped in the husks of cereals
(Robinson and Hubbard 1977), which became incorporated in bread/porridge, ingested and clearly
ended up in the cess pit/latrine (Greig 1981). It is, perhaps, surprising that the range of weed pollen
of arable and disturbed ground was relatively low.

Periods 5A-C: (fill 6079 in cesspit 6042; fill 6094 in latrine channel 6095; fill 6097 in tank 6075;
fill (6104) of a rubbish pit (6105); floor covering (7033) Room 1, Building 1; fill 7083 in drain
7097).
This assemblage is typical of urban pollen spectra dominated by grasses and cereals coming from
secondary sources and a diverse range of weed taxa from different habitats and taphonomic
sources. The latter sources may include domestic waste, floor covering, thatching and ordure.
Quercus (oak), Alnus (alder) and Corylus avellana-type (hazel and sweet gale) may be viewed as the
background pollen, all being wind pollinated.
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Table 2

Context

6114

6115

Laboratory identification

UB-6910

UB-6911

Material dated

Salicaceae charcoal

Salicaceae charcoal

14

3154 ± 33

910 ± 29

d13C

-27.0

-28.0

95.4 % probability

cal bc

cal ad

(2 sigma)

1499–382

1034–1189

1333–1324

1197–1207

C age BP

The assemblage has added interpretation to some features. The substantial numbers of cereal
pollen and wild grass, in the cesspit fill (6079), is commensurate with the suggestion that this
feature is a cess-filled pit. It is now accepted that pollen ingested with food readily passes through
the gut with little deterioration and may be found in stomach contents, cesspits and other contexts
where ordure may have been dumped. The wrinkled appearance of the cereal grains noted appears
to be a characteristic of such pollen which becomes trapped in the husks of developing cereals
which became trapped in bread. The presence of Ascaris (mawes worm) albeit in small quantity,
within the fill (6094) of the stone channel (6095) built into the north-west corner of Building 2,
suggests that faecal debris was present. Microscopic examination of the black sediment (7033)
covering the floor in Room 1, Building 1 shows that there is an element of highly humified organic
plant matter (very dark brown cellulose). This probably derived from a specific, organic-based,
floor covering.

APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF RADIOCARBON DATES (TABLE 2)
Ages derived from radiocarbon dating are conventionally reported together with the standard
deviation of the laboratory 14C isotope measurement (i.e. 14C age Before Present). The calibrated
dates are determined from the University of Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit calibration
program (OxCal3). Using a calibration curve a ‘probability method’ gives a date range from which
we can be 95.4% sure the sample came. Due to imperfections in the curve more than one such
calibrated date may be obtained. Hence for both of the samples submitted from this site two
possible dates were produced.
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